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There are lots of places to relax in 
LITHUANIA





 SPA VILNIUS Druskininkai is a wellness centre with 
mineral water procedures and treatment programmes. 

 Halotherapy/salt room:



• It has a 4 star hotel, SPA, bar with special menu, restaurant, 

leisure centre with the games of bowling, darts and café, a 
winter garden and a large conference centre.



 You will find all these facilities under one roof. This 
SPA centre is located in the oldest and biggest 
Lithuanian health resort Druskininkai, situated on the 
bank of the river Nemunas, in the centre of the town. 



 Pinewoods and lakes surrounding this place 
guarantee a mild and warm climate. The 
weather is clean and one of the freshest in 
Europe.



Treatments
 Signature treatment

 Hydrotherapy

 Massages

 Kinesiotherapy

 Facials

 Aesthetic surgery

 Therapies and mineral inhalations 

 Dentist cabinet





 The wellness and relaxation complex Vytautas
Mineral SPA is located on a 9-hectare plot of 
land in Birštonas. Only 100 metres separate the 
complex and the beautiful bank of the Nemunas
River. 



 A 715-metre deep source of mineral water, which in 
terms of its mineralisation and properties resembles 
the water of the Dead Sea, is only 20 metres away from 
the facilities.



 The water from the Vytautas Mineral SPA source is used 
for a variety of treatments and therapies. This unique 
water has a beneficial effect for treating nervous, 
digestive, joint diseases and for reducing stress.



Birštonas biuvette



Treatments

 Massages

 Face treatments

 Mud treatments and baths





 The hotel was established in an especially convenient 
place. On one side – barely 50 m from the seashore, it is 
surrounded by the pine trees of quiet Birutė Avenue, and 
on the other side – it is 200 m from the humming 
Basanavičius promenade, which is full of holidaymakers 
and entertainment from early spring till late autumn. 



 Palanga SPA Design is the only hotel in the 
world with the floor deviated by angle of 7 
degrees. 



 The hotel’s well is 522 m deep, and the 
mineralisation of the water obtained from it is 
14.43 g/l. 



Treatments

 Anne semonin treatments

 St. Bart treatments

 Massages

 Water treatments

 Facials



Curonian Lagoon



Palanga beach



Thanks for Your Attention 


